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The biogenetic law [5] is a theory of development and evolution [6] proposed by Ernst Haeckel [4] in Germany in the 1860s. It is one of several recapitulation theories, which posit that the stages of development for an animal embryo are the same as other animals' adult stages or forms. Commonly stated as ontogeny [7] recapitulates phylogeny [8], the biogenetic law [5] theorizes that the stages an animal embryo undergoes during development are a chronological replay of that species' past evolutionary forms. The biogenetic law [5] states that each embryo's developmental stage represents an adult form of an evolutionary ancestor. According to the law, by studying the stages of embryological development, one is, in effect, studying the history and diversification of life on Earth. The biogenetic law [5] implied that researchers could study evolutionary relationships between taxa by comparing the developmental stages [9] of embryos for organisms from those taxa. Furthermore, the evidence from embryology [10] supported the theory that all of species on Earth share a common ancestor.


Haeckel proposed the biogenetic law [5] after reading Charles Darwin [13]'s theories in The Origin of Species. Haeckel championed Darwin's theory of evolution [6] in Germany and praised him for using information from embryology [10] to help form his theory of evolution [6]. Darwin argued that one could explain facts about embryology [10], such as the early similarity between embryos of different species, by looking at them in terms of evolution [6] by natural selection [14]. The fact that the more general characters of a taxonomic group tend to be present earlier in the embryo, while specialized and variable characters tend to manifest later in the embryo, indicated that these specialized features are the most recent changes to the ancestral form. Darwin proposed that the embryos of currently living species would look similar to the embryos of their ancestors and that embryos of different taxonomic groups look similar to each other because they share a common ancestor. Haeckel interpreted the data differently than Darwin, and he purported instead that the embryonic stages of extant species represent adult forms of their previous ancestors.

Although Haeckel cited Darwin as he proposed the biogenetic law [6], the two disagreed about embryology [10] and evolution [6]. First, Haeckel interpreted the process of evolution [6] as progressive, following a specified path from lower to higher animals. Darwin, however, argued that evolution [6] wasn't progressive. He also argued that embryos diverged more from one another as development progressed, rather than passing through linear stages of evolutionary
ancestry. Because Haeckel argued that evolution was progressive, he also endorsed Jean Baptiste Lamarck's theory of acquired characters. Lamarck theorized that organisms could acquire or alter their characters by use and disuse of their anatomical parts, and that parents could pass on these acquired or altered characters to their offspring. Lamarck's theory competed with Darwin's of natural selection as the mechanism for evolution, but Haeckel incorporated both theories into the biogenetic law.

Haeckel proposed the biogenetic law so that researchers could use the stages of embryological development to help construct evolutionary (phylogenetic) trees. Haeckel claimed that phylogenesis, or the process by which groups of organisms diversify from one another, influenced the development of embryos. He theorized that the stages in an organism's ontogeny reflected the successive changes in form, from generation to generation, of that organism's evolutionary ancestors. Many scientists saw Haeckel's work as a breakthrough in recapitulation theory because he offered a physical mechanism of development that other biologists had not proposed.

According to Haeckel, the biogenetic law depends on three assumptions. He called the first assumption the law of correspondence, which states that each stage of development in higher animals, such as humans, corresponds to adult stages of lower animals, such as fish. For instance, gill slits in early human embryos correspond to the gill slits in adult fish. The second assumption of the biogenetic law was that phylogenesis must occur by the addition of new characters to the end of the normal developmental process. Haeckel said that the early stages of different species' embryos look similar to each other because of developmental constraints present early in development. These constraints disappear towards the end of development, which allow for the addition of new characters and for subsequent evolution. The third assumption was the principle of truncation. Haeckel argued that if new characters were continuously added to the end of normal ontogeny, the length of embryonic development would eventually become longer than gestation periods of organisms in extant species. As a result, he theorized that early stages of development must be faster in higher organisms than in lower ones.

Haeckel also used the concept of truncation to explain inconsistencies between the stages of animals from different taxa. For instance, pigs and humans may look similar to each other as early embryos, but as ontogeny progresses, the embryos start to look different from one another. If embryos pass through the linear stages of their evolutionary ancestors, as Haeckel claimed, then the two embryos should go through the same stages until the pig reaches full development and the human continues through the subsequent stages of its evolutionary ancestry. However, in many cases, scientists found no such progressions. Haeckel hypothesized that truncation of ontogeny caused these inconsistencies. This principle of truncation influenced scientists in the US such as Alpheus Hyatt, Alpheus Packard, and Edward Drinker Cope.

Haeckel supported his biogenetic law with his drawings of embryos during different stages of development. In 1874, his work Anthropogenie included drawings of embryonic fish, salamanders, tortoises, chicks, pigs, cows, rabbits, and humans at different stages of development placed next to one another for comparison. Haeckel's drawings made the embryos of the different groups look almost identical in their earliest stages of development. He argued that they only become recognizable as species later in their respective developments. These similarities, according to Haeckel, demonstrated the linear progression from what he called lower forms to higher forms of animals, and he concluded that the stages
recapitulated the evolutionary history of the organisms' ancestors.

Wilhelm His [22], professor of anatomy at the University of Basel [23] in Basel, Switzerland, and at the University of Leipzig [24] in Leipzig [25], Germany, opposed Haeckel's biogenetic law [5]. He argued that embryologists shouldn't aim to construct phylogenetic trees and argued that embryologists should instead aim to explain development. He agreed with Haeckel that one should use causal theories to explain development, but he argued that Haeckel's theory was flawed in positing the stages of development as representations of adult ancestors. He argued the Haeckel's biogenetic law [5] overemphasized evolution [6] as the cause of development and exaggerated the similarities between embryos of different species. He said that there were obvious differences between the early stages of embryos of different species, and that those differences, not the similarities, were important to explain development.

In the decades after Haeckel's publication of the biogenetic law [5], other biologists struggled to recreate Haeckel's results. Franz Keibel [26], a student of Wilhelm His and a professor of anatomy at the University of Strasbourg in Alsace, France, tried to recreate Haeckel's drawings from his own specimens and concluded that Haeckel had exaggerated the similarity between embryos in his drawings. Keibel therefore rejected the biogenetic law [5] and labeled it an exaggeration of the truth. In 1897, Keibel published this conclusion in the first volume of Normentafeln zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der Wirbelthiere (Standard Panels to the Developmental History of the Vertebrata).

Furthermore, many scientists adopted a competing theory in the beginning of the twentieth century. In 1828, Karl Ernst von Baer [27] at University of Königsberg in Königsberg, Prussia, had proposed what researchers later called von Baer's laws [28] of embryology [10]. Von Baer formulated these laws to discredit conception [29] of recapitulation theory [15] published in 1811 by Johann Friedrich Meckel [30]. In his laws, von Baer stated that the more general characters of a taxonomic group appear earlier in an animal embryo than the specialized characters do. He argued that rather than animals passing through successive stages of other adult animals, they diverge from one another as development progresses. Therefore, he concluded, the stages embryos pass through during ontogeny [7], never represent adult forms of other animals; they only represent embryonic stages of other animals. This conception [29] was part of Darwin's 1859 account of ontogeny [7] in The Origin of Species. Although von Baer's theory was overshadowed by recapitulation theory [15] for most of the nineteenth century, scientists in the twentieth century began to adopt von Baer's view as the more accurate representation of development.

Haeckel's biogenetic law [5] was further discredited by the results of experimental embryologists in the early twentieth century. Researchers abandoned Haeckel's theory when they couldn't confirm his observations. Embryologists showed that cases of recapitulation were less prevalent than were the inconsistencies between the developmental stages [9] of normal organisms from different species.
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